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Nzxt phantom 410 case manual

Our compatibility list helps you quickly determine which PC cases offer sufficient clearance for which Noctua processor coolers. The compatibility indication is based on the height of the coolers (including fans) and the maximum cpu cooler height specification provided by the chassis manufacturer. Caution: Please note
that fans of some tower coolers (especially larger models with 140 mm fans, such as NH-D15 or NH-U14S TR4-SP3) can protrude RAM sockets and that this can cause compatibility problems if ram modules are used taller than 32 mm. While fans can be moved to the top to increase RAM clearance, this will increase the
overall height of the cooler and therefore require additional clearance inside the chassis. As a rule of thumb, if the fan overhangs the RAM, the maximum cpu cooler height specification in case must be at least fan size plus RAM height minus 7mm (accounted for socket and processor height). For example, if the cooler
uses a 140mm fan that bends RAM and uses 46 mm high RAM modules, the maximum CPU cooler height should be at least 179 mm (140+46-7=179). For more information and instructions on how to move the fan for each cooler model, click the height specification reference. Disclaimer: We create and update
compatibility lists very carefully. However, in the case of manufacturers sometimes modifying parts or parts of their products without prior notice or expressly indicated by review. Noctua cannot therefore assume any liability and in no other way be held liable for the following compatibility information. Compatible potential
issues (see comment)Incompatible (see comment) Popular reviews Allround PC 10/20/2015 Phantom 410 can certainly win from a design point of view. Like our design without tools, more. Traficantes de Hardware 10/20/2015 NZXT Phantom 410 is a high-quality chassis that if it continues to exclude the dust protection
filter in the main air intake, detailed throughout the series. More.. HW Box 10/20/2015 Phantom 410 should be awarded for sexy appearance and award-winning Performance. More.. Pure Tuning 10/20/2015 So if you're on the market for a mid-tower chassis that will compete with larger, and more expensive front towers,
then the NZXT Phantom 410 is a fantastic deal for just $100. More.. Tech Power Up 10/20/2015 NZXT has generated so much thought in the chassis design and then clearly displays the raw fan chassis front and top. More.. BCC Hardware 10/20/2015 Overall, the NZXT Phantom 410 was a pleasure to work with. I found
build quality is very good. It comes with a flawless finish that everyone will appreciate and is a great choice for those who want to show their platform inside. More.. Best case 10/20/2015 is a company that focuses on its customers and, in this case, has not yet for a long time in user-friendly cases. More..
Overclockers.com 10/20/2015 Phantom 410 is a great case with many great features. If you live where dust is only a long-term problem, you can use it unmodified. More.. Hardcoreware 10/20/2015 so really, it comes down to what you want in the middle of the tower chassis. One thing is for sure, though, at $99, there is
absolutely no way the NZXT Phantom 410 Gunmetal leaves us without an award! More.. Overclock3D 10/20/2015 The construction process was pleasant, even more committed to the lavish provision of 27 cable tie holders. In other cases manufacturers should take a leaf out of the NZXTs book here. More.. 3D Game
Man 10/20/2015 It looks sexy but is smart as well! In this case, there are many drive bays, fans, cable control, cooler hole, no tool design and there are three different colors. If you market something different I would look at this case. More.. Metku Mods 10/20/2015 Newbie has the same, very unique and cool look, packs
an optional cooling lot and can also take all the longest graphics cards. More.. KitGuru 10/20/2015 Gunmetal color finish really is beautiful and helps to ensure that the case stands out in a very crowded market. More.. Players Daily News (GDN) 10/20/2015 After all, the NZXT Phantom 410 is a great case that has a lot to
offer. With plenty of room and liquid cooling options, the Phantom 410 would be a great enthusiast, and mostly a tool-less design makes it perfect for amateur builders. More.. Egypt Hardware 10/20/2015 And we summarize what was in many words, NZXT Phantom 410 is a fund specialist who is full of what he wants for
those who want to have the best thing and at the same time detention the equivalence of the financial element. More.. Techware Labs 10/20/2015 Overall I found the Phantom 410 to be a great case. It looks good and is well designed. Cable management is top notch and there is enough ventilation even in the hottest
gaming systems more.. The Bjorn 3D 10/20/2015 NZXT Phantom 410 is a great choice for those who want features in a packed, cool mid tower with great cooling, room to work and stunning looks. More.. PC Overware 10/20/2015 To summarize this case, it is great, offers a very valuable workplace, it is very beautiful
both aesthetics as bright white paint, we also appreciate the simplicity of front and top contained dismantling to remove dust or install / remove fan etc, including more.. Hi Tech Legion 10/20/2015 The original Phantom full tower case set the tone and benchmark in terms of quality and design functionality nzxt and NZXT
Phantom 410 is a worthy case to carry this legacy. More.. FutureLooks 10/20/2015 If you are hunting for a computer case that will rotate heads, have cooling potential and worth the features, I highly recommend NZXT NZXT 410. more. TweakTown 10/20/2015 Essence: NZXT really delivers quite a package with stunning
looks and high-level attention to detail. The NZXT Phantom 410 is the new favorite of mine, especially in red! More.. Real World Labs 10/20/2015 NZXT Phantom 410 Mid-Tower Chassis is arguably a very attractive offer in the sub-$100/e segment market, perhaps the best yet. More.. Hardware secrets 10/20/2015
Phantom 410 looks beautiful with shiny car painting and provides many features. Its construction quality is far superior to NZXT cases sold below USD 80, so it's a good choice if you like its features and don't mind its few drawbacks. More.. Legit Reviews 10/20/2015 Excellent follow nzxt Phantom front tower for people
who want to get the same look mid-tower shape factor. However, the price point is slightly higher than competitors with similar feature sets and creates quality. More.. eTeknix 10/20/2015 NZXT has the charm of the medium tower in its Phantom 410, which is a successful and worthy addition to the commendable
Phantom family. More.. Xtreme Hardware 10/20/2015 Phantom 410 is a great middle tower, aggressive due to its specific shape, but at the same time elegant due to the contrast black and white office compact size, but also solutions used for games, in short, the house is suitable for any of us more.. Hexus 10/20/2015
It's easy to see why NZXT's Phantom has become a popular choice among self-builders; it is not very expensive, it has great features, looks quirky, and it offers excellent cooling efficiency. More.. Vortez 10/20/2015 Essence is NZXT, built on the company's favorite success. The Phantom 410 boasts similar features to
the original Phantom but has a smaller shell and a more affordable price tag. More.. Tom's Hardware 10/20/2015 NZXT's Phantom 410 delivers the lowest temperature, minimum noise and the best five-case acoustic performance in today's test. More.. PC Foster 10/20/2015 Phanton 410 jest jedn? z lepszych abudów w
zakresie cenowym do 400 z?otych, przez co polecam j? wszystkim szukaj?cym dobrego sprz?you za rozs?dne pies?dze. More.. Inside Hardware 10/20/2015 La struttura solida e la presenza di notevoli accorgimenti per le più disparate configurazioni, rendono questo prodotto, universal e concreto. L'aspetto estetico è di
assoluto rilievo, e personalmente ci ha molto affascinati per le ardite linee di design more.. PC Brain.it 10/20/2015 E quel qualcosa indica come il NZXT Phantom 410 sia un case dalla qualità eccelsa, superba. Raramente si sono viste finiture ed elementi della qualità proposti in questo prodotto che, capendo comunque
chi non tolga il cappello davanti ad esso, ha trovato more.. TheLab.gr 10/20/2015 Phantom 410 ????? ??? ????? ?????? ????????, ?? ????? ???? ?????? ?? ??????????? ??? ??? ?????? ?? ?????. ?????. Premium?????? ????????, ????? ??? -????? ??? - ??? Custom????????.. Proclockers 10/20/2015 Yes,
once again NZXT has amplified pc cases by the ante. The range of colors is ideal for those who like colors to match the components there. More.. Our compatibility list helps you quickly determine which PC cases offer sufficient clearance for which Noctua processor coolers. The compatibility indication is based on the
height of the coolers (including fans) and the maximum cpu cooler height specification provided by the chassis manufacturer. Caution: Please note that fans of some tower coolers (especially larger models with 140 mm fans, such as NH-D15 or NH-U14S TR4-SP3) can protrude RAM sockets and that this can cause
compatibility problems if ram modules are used taller than 32 mm. While fans can be moved to the top to increase RAM clearance, this will increase the overall height of the cooler and therefore require additional clearance inside the chassis. As a rule of thumb, if the fan overhangs the RAM, the maximum cpu cooler
height specification in case must be at least fan size plus RAM height minus 7mm (accounted for socket and processor height). For example, if the cooler uses a 140mm fan that bends RAM and uses 46 mm high RAM modules, the maximum CPU cooler height should be at least 179 mm (140+46-7=179). For more
information and instructions on how to move the fan for each cooler model, click the height specification reference. Disclaimer: We create and update compatibility lists very carefully. However, in the case of manufacturers sometimes modifying parts or parts of their products without prior notice or expressly indicated by
review. Noctua cannot therefore assume any liability and in no other way be held liable for the following compatibility information. Compatible questions (see comment)Incompatible (see comment) comment)
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